
The new regulations for turbine noise start today. 01/08/2021. 

It confirms that the Victorian Government is subservient to the Wind Industry. 

The system is designed to squash neighbours who upset the business ventures of the wf companies. 

The wind companies will state they are always compliant, and the EPA, with no way of refuting their claims, will always 

agree. 

What we know: 

EPA – and the New Zealand Standard 6808: 2010  (NZS 6808 2010). 

• NZS allows for an industrial turbine industry to operate in rural areas at night and cause noise pollution.  

• NZS makes note that 40dB is “audible” in rural areas at night. 

• NZS allows industrial turbines to be heard during the night above background noise. 

• 40dB LA90(10min) means that for 90% of the time, the wf can be significantly higher than 40dB, and still be compliant. 

• Under NZS, 40dB is not a maximum level of noise allowed, which means rural people will experience much higher 

noise levels at night. 

• Background testing shows that pre-turbine night noise in rural areas is well below 40dB LA90(10min). (20-40dB lower). 

• There is no scientific evidence that shows a wind turbine noise level of 40dB LA90(10min) does not give rise to sleep 

disturbance in a rural area. 

• Current world evidence shows that NZS does NOT protect rural people from wind turbine noise pollution. 

• Current world studies show that rural people will suffer harm from turbine noise pollution in rural areas at night. 

• Current world studies show that people become sensitised to inaudible turbine noise, resulting in chronic illness.  

• Current world studies show that people are forced to leave their homes to sleep, or simply abandon their homes. 

Wf Companies 

• Wf companies will always claim they are compliant under the NZS 6808. 

• Wind farms can emit noise levels well above 40dB throughout the night and still be considered compliant under 

NZS 6808.  

• Authorities have no way of refuting their claims because wf companies do not disclose the raw data.  

• Wf companies think they have the compliance laws sewn up. So people taking action against them in court, need to 

be “court house ready”.  

Moyne Shire 

• The Moyne Shire is making it up as they go. 

• It seems their intention now is to trap people into signing a 1-page police like statement during a visit from a 

Compliance/Investigation Officer. 

• Keep sending in your written complaints. This is your lived experience, and you can use these complaints in any 

future court action against the Moyne Shire, host or wf.  

• BUT NEVER sign any statement from any Moyne Shire Compliance Officer - it could be used against you in court.  

Wind Farm Commissioner 

• The wf Commissioner provides a conciliation service with no authority to refute claims made by the wf company. 

• He is likely to accept the wf company’s claim and resolve the dispute in their favour, or simply close the dispute 

achieving no resolution.  

• Keep sending in your complaints – this is your lived experience, and this evidence can be drawn upon in any future 

court action. 

• The wf commissioner’s performance is based on the number of complaints he does not receive – so keep sending 

in your complaints, even if they go nowhere.  

Litigation 

History tells us that families who stick to their guns and engage an experienced litigation lawyer, are successful in gaining 

some restitution from the wf companies. 

Local families who were previously bagged-out for sticking to their principles have won their case against the polluting wf.  



Some have been paid a shit-load and left the area, some have been a shit-load knowing the wf will buy them out at a 

premium price when they finally decide to retire, and some have been paid a shit-load and stayed to work their farms, 

knowing they have a second home away from the farm to escape to for sleeping. 

Who to Litigate? 

Lawyers will always litigate the weakest link – and the weakest links are the Host Landowners and the Moyne Shire. 

Neighbours of Salt Creek wf are currently under legal action against the Moyne Shire, and the Moyne Shire can only fluff 

around trying to find an independent acoustician to defend the case against them. 

The new General Environmental Duty Law (GED) exposes Host Landowners to litigation.  

This is new ground, but it seems Host Landowner will be on their own fighting under this new law.   

Wf’s don’t like litigation 

There is a long line of wf companies offering Hamish Cumming an obscene amount of money for his farm, like beyond 

obscene, because he is sticking to his principles.  

Hamish has evidence that has wf’s and DELWP shaking at the knees…. (We love u Hamish).  

What to do in preparation to Litigate? 

To protect your family from wf noise pollution you will need an experienced litigation lawyer. 

To attract an experienced litigation lawyer, you will need to show them you are serious. 

How to get Serious? – Get yourself “Court House Ready” with Subjective Evidence. 

1. Pre and Post Diary Records. Rumour has it that one local family, who was paid a shit-load by the wf company in an 

out of court settlement, used as part of their litigation case exercise book after exercise book of personal diary 

records. 

2. Pre and Post Noise/Wind Logging. Other substantial subjective personal noise/wind logging records will be gold in 

a litigation case. 

3. Pre and Post iWatch’s data in conjunction with AEMO printouts (https://anero.id/energy/wind-energy )   - iWatch 

evidence will provide your lawyer with irrefutable sleep pattern evidence to support your case.  

4. Send in your complaints. Expect them to go nowhere, but they are an historical record of your lived experience.  

5. Complaint to  - the wf company, the Host, the Moyne Shire and the wf Commissioner. 

Each party is required to respond, and your complaint is a record of your history of noise pollution which you can 

draw upon in any future litigation action.  

Current Litigation Cases 

There are several litigation cases currently in progress in Australia.  

And, as I understand it, the evidence determining the level at which wind turbines cause sleep disturbance is being 

challenged. 

It will be interesting to see the wf’s settle out of court, rather than have the truth exposed.  

 

Wind Farm Living,  
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The conversation that wind farms generate. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_c-RHPaY6gk   

ps. Go Hawkesdale !! 
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